Mexico Destinos

Hello and welcome!! I'm so
happy you are reading these
lines because it means you
are thinking about (if you
haven't decided it yet!)
getting married in our
gorgeous Riviera Maya.

Our beautiful paradise has a
lot to offer, from delicious
gastronomy, very interesting
history, welcoming and warm
people and impressive natural
scenarios for your wedding.

Planning a wedding from
abroad may seem like a
titanic task! There are so
many things to do, see, know
and decide and sometimes
you just don't have time to
call and send e-mails to all
the venues and vendors and,
believe me, time pass very
quickly!
So, to simplify this task and
make it as fun and easy as
possible, I've wrote this little
book for all the future brides
out there.

is composed by two sisters born and raised in the North of Mexico, in Torreon, Coahuila. They’ve been living for several
years now in this little piece of heaven that is Mayan Riviera. They start this project with the goal of helping couples who wish to celebrate a beach
wedding at a reasonable price without compromising the details, style and beauty of that amazing day.
always creative and proactive ready to get down to business and
a natural born planner obsess with every single detail, they are
ready and so excited to know more and more love stories to orchestrate with you and be part of the day you start the rest of your lives!!
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After you decide to get married, there is a long list to follow, among
the first things to define are:

The wedding date: Even if you do not have the exact date, you must know
at least the month and tentative days, if not, it would be very difficult for the
venues and vendors to give you exact information, quotations and availability.

Budget: There are thousand ways to do a wedding and many ideas that you
probably would love to have in your big day, like arriving to the ceremony in a
lavish Rolls Royce, fireworks during the first dance, hire the hottest band,
have a gin and whiskey bar, flowers all over the place… but let’s face it, if
you execute all your ideas you will be left with debts for months after the
wedding and this would be an awful way to start your married life!! Make a list
with all your ideas, determine your priorities and the “must have” details of
the wedding.

Guest list. At least get an approximate number, this will give you a better
idea of the size of the celebration. Keep in mind that for destination
weddings, from all the people you invite, between 50% and 60% will attend
the wedding.

Look for local Wedding Planners. Ask for references and their portfolio;
Verify if they are Certified Wedding Planners or are part of a regional,
national or international Wedding Planner Organization.

Now let the planning begin…
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12 to

9 months before the wedding:

Start looking for venues you like and make sure they can accommodate the number of guests you
have in mind, ask if they have a covered area for “plan b” in case of severe weather.
If possible schedule a trip to the area to visit the
locations in person and solve any doubts you may
have. Venues usually use their best photos for
advertising, but they don’t always show little and
key details.
Choose the place where the ceremony will be held
and the venue for reception, make the deposit to
book it.

Oh My Love Weddings

Search for invitations designs or “save the date” you like and start gathering the addresses and emails of your family and friends. For destination weddings, it is very common to skip printed
invitations and send digitals instead or just a wedding website.
Send out the save the date, this could be a casual design send through e-mail or any social network
of your preference.
Make a wedding website where you can write information about the destination, accommodations,
the wedding itinerary and have the guests RSVP trough the website, be sure to write on the save
the date the details of the webpage.
Check packages and prices for DJs or live bands as well as photography and video service. Book
those services as early in the planning as you can, not only because they might do only one event
per date but to secure prices and packages of he year in course.

Roc’n’love Photography
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9 to 6 months before the wedding:
Choose the catering service and menu.
Order and the invitations. (if applicable)
Decide on the décor style and book the florist- wedding designer.
Choose the style of your bouquet, the bouquets for your bridesmaids (if they will be having one at
all) as well as centerpieces.
Start looking and buy the bride’s gown and groom’s attire.
Buy the shoes, your jewelry and the lingerie you will be wearing the wedding night.
Choose the dress and color of your bridesmaids and groomsmen.
Registry for gifts. For guests

Rocn'nlove photography

6 to 4 months before the wedding:
Make sure your documentation is in order. Passports or visas required, birth certificates, documents
needed for ceremony etc.
Buy the wedding rings.
Book the flights and accommodations.
Book the makeup artist and hairstylist.
Buy any detail needed (décor, glasses, cake topper, favors etc.)
Check the bridesmaids and groomsmen order their dresses and attires.
Start a list of songs for the DJ with the DO’s and the DON’Ts for music.

4 to 2 months before the wedding:
In case you are giving welcome bags for your guests (which we strongly
suggest!) this is the time to either start making them of order them. Take
note that some hotels might charge an extra delivery fee to take those
bags to your guest’s room.
Choose your hair and make up for the big day.
Book the transfers for the wedding venue and back to the hotel (if it’s an
off-resort venue).

1 month before the wedding:
Send to your Wedding Planner anything you will need for the ceremony or
reception, but you don’t wish to carry it in the luggage. Be sure to pack
fragile items properly.

Katalinagirl.com
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Start working on your seating plan.
Prepare welcome letters for your guests and a list of
activities to do in the area.
Have your final gown fitting, don’t forget to take with
you the shoes and other accessories that you will wear on
that day.
Start working on your vows, if you’ve decided to say your
own.
Send the final rooming list to the hotel.

Two weeks before
Roc'n'love photography

Confirm flights and hotel reservations.
Check all the final details with the Wedding Planner and vendors.
Define the seating plan and prepare the place cards with all your guests names.
Make the wedding programs.
Confirm your transportation from the airport to the hotel.

One week before
Start packing, write a checklist so you won’t forget anything.
Book any tours or excursions in the area.
Have a manicure, pedicure, facial, massage, wax and any other treatment you wish to pamper you, you
deserve it!!

Once at destination
Meet with the Wedding Planner to review all details.
Prepare the welcome bags for guests.
If you didn’t have the chance to do a site inspection, visit the venue and have a menu tasting.
Have a rehearsal with all the members of the wedding party.
Relax and enjoy your wedding weekend with all your family and friends.
Sleep well the night before the wedding.

Wedding day
Finally, the day is here!! Don’t forget to:
Eat well and drink water.
Have your hair and makeup done.
Make sure you have the rings and give them to the best man or maid of honor.
Most important… HAVE FUN! Don’t stress for tiny details, this is an amazing day and I assure you
time will fly!

Roc'n'love photography
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Best month to

Get Married

IN MAYAN RIVIERA

December, January and February
These months are of great tourist affluence and hotel rates
are the most expensive of the year. At the beginning of
December, approximately from 01 to 12 it is still low season and
you can find good prices for accommodations. The weather is
definitely the best of the year, in our winter we enjoy
temperatures of 64 °F to 82 °F, so many foreign tourists visit us
escaping from the snow in their countries.
Roc'n'love photography

March, April, May and November
These are the high wedding season months in the area, perhaps because the weather is still cool…
at the end of May the humidity increases but the heat is not as strong as in summer. There isn’t as
much rain as other months (although in the Caribbean tropical weather you never know!!) and there
are good deals and rates at hotels because it is a low season for tourists, this excludes Easter (end of
March and beginning of April). These months are the favorites for the couples and as they are very
popular, dates, venues, churches and vendors book up quickly!!

June, July and August
In these months the weather is hot, hot, hot!!, the humidity increases as well as the probability of
rain. The hurricane season begins officially from June 1 to November 30; On the other hand, it is
summer, holidays for schools and high season for domestic and international tourism. If you get married
in these months you should make sure to make the reservation at the hotel of your choice in advance
as well as your guests’, to avoid that someone is left out and incur extra expenses for both your guests
and you.

September and October
Low season for tourist and weddings, the heat and the rains continue, and the probabilities of
hurricanes increase, for the same reason, you can find very good deals for venues, vendors and hotels.
However, if you decide to do your wedding in one of these months, prepare yourself for the possibility
of having an indoors event.
In summary, we cannot say there is a best time to get married in Riviera Maya, it all depends on
many factors, as you’ve read, the decision must be made based on your ideas, priorities and budget,
keeping in mind the advantages and disadvantages of each time of the year!
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From Cancun all the way to Tulum, there are beautiful and amazing places that can host your wedding like allinclusive hotels, restaurants, private venues by the beach, islands, Villas, caverns and the list goes on and on…

They are very different from each other
in price range, space, lay out and
restrictions so the first thing to have in
mind is the type of wedding you want, is it
boho,

romantic,

luxurious,

laid-back?

Then how many guests will you have? Can
the venue accommodate all of them? Do
you prefer the comfort to have the
wedding onsite a hotel?
After having these questions answered,
you can start looking for a venue and
either if you make a site inspection or just
send an email, make sure to ask these
important questions:

From left to right: Roc'n'love Photography, Tulumhotels.com, Oh My Love Weddings, Edoaldea Hat Suts

Curfew: Specially if it’s a hotel, usually they are very restrictive when it comes to late events, the regular curfew
is 11:00 pm or 12:00 am for outdoors events. If it’s a private venue, it might be close to a residential area and
therefore, end the events earlier. Also check the hours included in the rental, if you want to end the party at 2:00
am, and it only includes 6 hours, you might incur in extra fees.

Plan B: Does it has a covered area in case of inclement weather? Would you have to hire a tent if there is a chance
or rain? If you choose a hotel most probably they will have an area or ballroom to move the event indoors, however
ask to see it or at least some photos of it.

Fees for vendors: Some venues and hotels have preferred suppliers they work with and if you decide to choose to
have another hair and makeup artists, flowers, special décor etc. there might be a fee to cover and for some allinclusive hotels it varies between $400 to $1,000 usd per item plus the service you hire. This can add up quickly
your budget, so be sure to have this information before you commit to a venue. For private locations is very rare
they have these types of fees, but you can never assume there won’t be a charge, better ask!

Special restrictions: Can there be fireworks? fire shows? Is smoking allow? Is there a parking area? Is there a
specific time for set up and breakdown? Can you bring your own alcohol? Is there a corkage fee and how
much would it be per guest?

Facilities and extras included: What does the hotel package includes? What extra services would you have to hire?
If it is a private location, does it include chairs and tables even if you hire your own catering service? Does it include
power generator, extra lighting, sound system or any other item you could use for the wedding?

These questions could be decisive in choosing the perfect place for your BIG DAY, make sure you ask them all!
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Hotel vs Private Venue
Choosing between these
two is huge for a
destination wedding.
Some couples want the
advantages and comfort
of having the wedding
steps again from their
hotel room.
Others love the freedom
to do a tailor-made
event.
Hard Rock Cancun

If you have any
doubts regarding
what you can
and can’t do in
the hotel, ask!
Never assume
you can.

PROS
All the events take place in the same location

CONS

(ceremony, cocktail hour and dinner reception
hence you won’t have to transport all the

Little or no flexibility in changing the wedding

guests.

packages so if you want certain styling for your
wedding the hotel will charge you for every

The wedding packages are usually cheaper

single item.

that private venues or even free when having
certain numbers or rooms booked.

Early curfew

The more rooms your guests’ book, the easier
will be for you to negotiate extra perks for the
event.

and ground areas of the hotel are public, and

Many hotels in Cancun and Mayan Riviera offer

they cannot forbit other hotel guests from

benefits for the bride and groom like

passing by (they can ask nicely though, and

complimentary nights when booking more than

people generally move from your photos

10 rooms per 3 nights, room upgrades,

shots).

No privacy during the ceremony, the beach

massages, romantic dinners etc.

At least 80% of your guests will have to stay in

You will have your family and friends together

the hotel, otherwise there might be an extra

in the same facility for one weekend (at least)

charge just to enter the resort (day pass).

so it will be 3 days of celebration!!
Some resorts ask guests to do their
reservation through a special group code and if
done through another channel, they will
charge extra to add the guests in the wedding
group.
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PROS
You can style your wedding as you wish and
hire all the suppliers of your choice.
The guests will be able to pick the
accommodation they want and can afford.
Later Curfews.
The location will be private, entirely for you
and your loved ones, so no curious tourists in
bikini.
You can select the time and scenario you like
for every event (some hotels assign the time of
Oh My Love Weddings

ceremony according to their availability as
well as location).

CONS
The rental fees are higher than hotel wedding
packages, they start in $2,000 usd to $7,000
usd just for the space for 6 to 10 hours.
You will need to hire round-trip
transportation for your guests to get to the
venue.
Some venues do not have a covered area to
used as Plan B in case of bad weather or is
doesn’t have the capacity to accommodate all
your guests, this means you will need to hire a
tent.

Shenko Photo
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How to cut down the guests list?
We know that there are certain people that will be invited to your wedding, no questions ask: your parents, your
siblings, grandparents and best friends... but, what about those people that are part of your everyday life or have
been an important part of it at some point? Let's be honest! Every additional person means raising the cost of your
wedding.
What about your boss, your colleagues, your neighbors, your second cousin, the best friend of your childhood?
Here are some questions you could ask yourself when making the guest list, I assure you they will be a great help to
cut down the list:
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WEBSITE

Wedding websites:

The wedding website is a wonderful tool that you can use to keep all your guests informed of the
wedding details and activities during the wedding weekend and to confirm assistance. This is the basic
information we
Recommend adding in the web page:

Wedding details.
Such as date, time of ceremony, venue’s name and address, dress code.

Transfer and accommodation.
The Cancun Internationl Aiport is the closest to either Cancun, Playa del Carmen or Tulum. Inform
your guests about the options are available in the area to go from the airport to their hotels: Private or
shared taxi, Rental Car, transfer companies or public transportation (Bus to go directly to Playa del
Carmen or Tulum).
Do your research and look for hotels with group discounts, you can negotiate a good deal on the rates
per room, you will need a minimum of rooms and nights though but having this advantage could help to
save some bucks for the guests that want an all-inclusive resort.
And of course there are other boutique hotels, bed & breakfast or vacational rentals, Airbnb is a great
way to find condos and houses for rent.

Things to do.
I love destination wedding because is a great opportunity for your guests to attend your wedding
and take a mini vacation! In Cancun area and Mayan Riviera are tons of activities, for example parks
like Xcaret, Xenses, Xplor, Xel ha, Secret River, Aktun Chen. Archeological ruins such as Tulum,
Chichen Itza, Cobá, Ek Balam. Marvelous little island with white sand beaches and turquoise water like
Isla Mujeres and Cozumel. Natural wonders like cenotes (water holes or caves), coral reefs. Let your
guests know that they will have a wonderful time off resort exploring the local culture.

Your love stoy.
A brief story of how you met, proposal and engagement and photos of the two of you will be a lovely touch.
Here are some sites where you can design your web page for FREE:
The Knot

https://www.theknot.com/gs/wedding-websites

Joy

https://withjoy.com/

Zank you

https://www.zankyou.co.in/wedding-website

Wix:

https://www.wix.com/
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Requirements for legal ceremonies in mexico
These are the requirement for legal ceremonies:
For Mexicans:

Recent copy of birth certificate.
Copy of the CURP.
Copy of ID with photograph.
4 whiteness with copy of official ID with a photograph.
Blood test certificate (Test of VHI, V.D.R.L and blood type).
Marriage Request Form

For Mexicans that marry foreigners
Recent copy of birth certificate of the Mexican party.
Copy of the CURP of the Mexican party.
Copy of ID with photograph of the Mexican party.
Copy of the passport of the foreign party and legal stay in
Mexico.
4 whiteness with copy of official ID with a photograph.
Blood test certificate (Test of VHI, V.D.R.L and blood type).
Marriage Request Form

Blissy Photography

For Foreigner marrying in Mexico
Copy of the passports and legal stay in Mexico.
4 whiteness with copy of official ID with a photograph.
Blood test certificate (Test of VHI, V.D.R.L and blood type).
Marriage Request Form

Creative Touch Photos
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Tip # 1

Bridal makeup and hairstyle

The weather in the Caribbean is hot and humid, even in winter so we recommend you
use a natural make up to highlight your best features and think about an updo
hairstyle to avoid frizz.

Tip # 2

Roc'n'love photography

Bridal gown and groom’s attire

Choose the dress wisely, go for lighter and fresh fabrics, avoid the big
Ballroom, princess dresses because you could be uncomfortable.
The groom doesn’t necessarily need to wear a suit, if you want an elegant wedding
choose light color suits like ivory, light gray, beige or if you are having a more laid-back
event he could wear just the vest or perhaps a linen shirt (guayabera with cotton or
linen pants.

From top: Pandora,
Pronovias, Aire Barcelona

From left to right: Macys, weddingforward, DHgate

Tip # 3

Shoes

If your wedding is by the beach, don’t wear high heels or because the heel will
get stuck in the sand. Choose a cute and comfy pair of sandals or even barefoot
with a lovely piece of foot jewelry.
Barefoot bridal

Liverpool

Tip # 4

Give useful welcome bags

Welcome bags are a great way to say “thank you” to all the people who traveled
to be with you on your special day, but what to include? Think about what you and your guests
might use before or after the big event and sometimes they forget to pack like bug spray,
sunblock, lip balm, hang over kit with aspirin, maybe a powder Gatorade, pepto-bismol, alka-s
etzer, band aids, gum, Mexican candies, mini bottles of tequila or mini hot sauce bottles, sun
glasses, hand fan, flip flops, map of the area, a list of things to do or tours, welcome letter,
wedding program and anything you could think of that may be handy or fun for you guests!

Tip # 5

Sonal J Shah Events

Seating plan

Consider making a seating plan and assign if not every seat, perhaps the table where your
guests will seat otherwise it may be chaos at the beginning of the reception when they try to
figure out what table they need to go and who are they going to be seated with.
Oh My Love Weddings
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